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ABSTRACT

Handwriting recognition technology allows recognizing a written text from a
given data. The recognition task can target letters, symbols, or words, and the
input data can be a digital image or recorded by various sensors. A wide range
of applications from signature verification to electronic document processing can
be realized by implementing efficient and accurate handwriting recognition algo-
rithms. Over the years, there has been an increasing interest in experimenting
with different types of technology to collect handwriting data, create datasets,
and develop algorithms to recognize characters and symbols. More recently, the
OnHW-chars dataset has been published that contains multivariate time series data
of the English alphabet collected using a ballpoint pen fitted with sensors. The au-
thors of OnHW-chars also provided some baseline results through their machine
learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) classifiers.
In this paper, we develop handwriting recognition models on the OnHW-chars
dataset and improve the accuracy of previous models. More specifically, our ML
models provide 11.3%-23.56% improvements over the previous ML models, and
our optimized DL models with ensemble learning provide 3.08%-7.01% improve-
ments over the previous DL models. In addition to our accuracy improvements
over the spectrum, we aim to provide some level of explainability for our models
to provide more logic behind chosen methods and why the models make sense
for the data type in the dataset. Our source codes, data, and models will be made
publicly available for verifiability and reproducibility of our results.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RELATED WORK

Handwriting is defined to be the writing characteristics of an individual Priya et al. (2016). Hand-
writing recognition is the process of converting written text (whether that be letters, numbers, words,
symbols, etc.) into a form which can be interpreted and recognized by a computer. One major goal
in handwriting recognition analysis involves a computer interpreting letters or words that have been
written by hand. Handwriting data can be interpreted by a machine (computer) in two distinct cate-
gories: online and offline.

Offline handwriting recognition tries to recognize a handwritten text from its static digital image that
has been produced at the time of writing. Online handwriting data is captured at run time, by some
sort of sensor. This sensor can be in the pen used, such as in Ott et al. (2020) or through the device
it was captured on a tablet or digitizer, as in LaViola & Zeleznik (2007). The sensor records spatio-
temporal signals in the form of a multivariate time series throughout the process. This provides
a large advantage for online handwriting over offline for certain applications or implementations.
Recording characters through a sensor, as opposed to digital images, as is in online handwriting
recognition, has the added benefit of capturing more information. The sensor captures additional
pieces of information such as the time it takes to write, cadence, and unique stylizations in the
way it is written, all of which may not be able to be captured by a static image. These dynamic
readings can produce more favourable results in certain applications as there is more information
to be obtained. Applications such as signature verification Fahmy (2010) and e-security or e-health
Faundez-Zanuy et al. (2020) can make use of online handwriting recognition particularly well.
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Over the years, there has been an increasing interest to experiment with different types of technology
to collect handwriting data, to create datasets, and to develop algorithms to perform recognition
of characters and symbols Alpaydin (1997); Wang & Chuang (2012); Guyon et al. (1994). More
recently, the OnHW-chars dataset Ott et al. (2020) has been published that contains multivariate
time series data of the English alphabet collected using a ballpoint pen fitted with sensors. The
pen used to collect this data was the STABILO DigiPen, which is fitted with various sensors: 2
accelerometers, 1 gyroscopes, 1 magnetometers and a force sensor. Each letter in OnHW-chars is
an n× 14 vector, where n is the amount of timesteps collected. For each timestep, 14 features were
collected as follows: for each of the two accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers, x, y and z
values were collected, as well as one feature representing time and the final feature is a binary value
of whether or not force was applied with the pen on the paper. The dataset OnHW-chars provides
a basis to develop algorithms to correctly identify which letter is being written based on sensor
data. While publishing a dataset, the authors of Ott et al. (2020) also provided some baseline results
through their machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) classifiers. DL classifiers, trained on
the same dataset OnHW-chars, have later been improved in a more recent paper Ott et al. (2022a).
In addition, Ott et al. (2022a) reports on the accuracy of classifiers trained on other new datasets,
such as OnHW-equations, OnHW-symbols and OnHW-words. There have been a sequence of other
papers published, exploring other topics and models, such as in Ott et al. (2022b;c;d); Klaß et al.
(2022), however we will focus on Ott et al. (2020; 2022a) as these are the most accurate reported
results. To our knowledge, source codes of algorithms and models used in Ott et al. (2022a) have
not been released to public yet.

A brief description of OnHW-chars Being the most recent and publicly available online hand-
writing dataset with some state-of-the-art classifiers trained on it, we focus on developing classifiers
for OnHW-chars. OnHW-chars contains multiple versions of each letter from a to z, collected from
119 unique users. Left handed writers were excluded from the dataset.

There is a separate dataset for lowercase and uppercase letters as well as a combined dataset of
both lowercase and uppercase letters. Additionally, the data was pre-split in Ott et al. (2020) into
5 folds of train and test split for each of the lowercase, uppercase and combined datasets. For each
of these, a writer independent (WI) and a writer dependent (WD) version of the split is provided in
Ott et al. (2020). In WI, writer sets of the train and the test split of a fold are disjoint. If a writer
appears in the training (test) data, they are not in the test (train). However, in WD, a writer’s data
will be split between the training and test data. All in all, this gives 6 datasets (3 cases and 2 writer
dependency) further split into 5 folds each. In all this yields 30 datasets. When reporting on the
accuracy of OnHW-chars classifiers in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a), they average over 5 folds. Thus, they
present classifier accuracies on 6 datasets, which we denote by lowercase-WD (L-WD), lowercase-
WI (L-WI), uppercase-WD (U-WD), uppercase-WI (U-WI), combined-WD (C-WD), combined-WI
(C-WI).

1.2 CONTRIBUTIONS

Our contributions in this paper are twofold:

Improving on the accuracy of classifiers on OnHW-chars To our knowledge, the best accuracy
results of ML classifiers and DL classifiers for the OnHW-chars dataset are the ones reported in Ott
et al. (2020) and Ott et al. (2022a), respectively. As mentioned before, Ott et al. (2022a) improves
DL classifiers in Ott et al. (2020). Our ML and DL models yield, respectively, 11.3%-23.56% and
2.17%-4.34% improvements over the accuracy of the best ML and DL models reported in Ott et al.
(2020; 2022a). We obtain these improvements thanks to the use of state-of-the-art feature extraction
algorithms and optimizations of the models. We further utilize the ensemble learning method to
achieve 3.08%-7.01% improvements over the best results reported in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a). We
refer the reader to Table 2 for a summary of our results, and to Sections 3 and 4 for more details about
the models and workflows used. Additionally, we refer the reader to the Figure 4 for an overview of
our workflow.

Providing verifiable and reproducible results with some level of explainability In addition to
providing improvements to accuracy across the spectrum, this paper aims to provide some level of
explainability of these models so as to provide more logic as to why these methods are chosen and
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why the models make sense for the type of data in the dataset. In addition to prediction accuracy,
it is important to assess ML models on how they come to their decisions Fauvel et al. (2020). One
goal is to explain the reason as to why it makes sense to use the models used for the specific data
at hand. For the DL models we extend the local interpretable model-agnostic explanations (LIME)
Ribeiro et al. (2016) architecture to add explainability to our multivariable time series (MTS) data.
We refer the reader to Sections 4 and 5 for more details.

Finally, we would like to add some transparency to the process. Along with the paper, a public
repository will be provided containing all the preprocessing and code for each model, so that it is
reproducible and verifiable. Some models, specifically some DL models contain a level of random-
ness, which will alter the results slightly from one run of the model to the next. For these situations,
a loadable encoded representation of the model will be provided as well. With this, we would like
to make the model generation process public, so that others can have access to these models, as well
as verify, reproduce, and improve our results.

2 PROCESSING THE ONHW-CHARS DATASET

2.1 PREPROCESSING AND FILTERING

The OnHW-chars dataset is provided publicly in its raw form. In Ott et al. (2020), detailed explana-
tions are provided for preprocessing OnHW-chars. However, to our knowledge, the pre-processed
versions are not publicly available, which introduces some challenge for reproducing results and
providing fair comparisons. According to Ott et al. (2020), a high pass filter is applied to the data
with a cutoff frequency of 1 (Hz) to remove the gravitational acceleration from the accelerometer
recordings. Also, a moving filter with a window of size 11 is used and that acts as a low pass fil-
ter, allowing high-frequency noise removal from the data. It is noted in Ott et al. (2020) that the
filtering is used when applying ML models and only trimming is applied for the DL models. Our
pre-processing steps on raw data also vary depending on the choice of the classification algorithm.
We will provide the details of changes in pre-processing steps for each methodology.

Table 1: Statistical characteristics of the OnHW-chars dataset subsets in terms of mean (µ) and
standard deviation (σ) of the total number of timestamps for each sample of data.

Subset µ σ
Lowercase (L) 44.05 29.93
Uppercase (U) 52.85 42.82
Combined (C) 48.45 37.20

As mentioned before in Section 1, OnHW-chars contains 6 datasets: L-WD, L-WI, U-WD, U-WI,
U-WD, C-WD, and C-WI with different characteristics. Table 1 presents statistical characteristics
of the OnHW-chars subsets in terms of mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) of the total number of
samples for each instance of data. The σ for each subset in relation to their respected µ indicates
that the number of samples for each instance in OnHW-chars is notably spread out and confirms
the presence of outliers. In order to reduce the impact of outliers on the data and make the data
more coherent, we discard instances based on the statistical characteristics of the lowercase subset.
This is because only between 2%–4% of normal English literature characters are written in capitals
depending on the text and the genre. Therefore, considering real-life applications in practice, the
lowercase subset can be a better candidate for detecting and removing outliers. Using µ and σ of the
lowercase subset as given in Table 1, we remove any data sample with sequence length more than
µ+ 2σ ≈ 104. Considering that µ− 2σ yields a negative value, we determine, based on inspecting
the dataset, that any sequence of length less than 10 should be discarded.

2.2 EXTRACTING STATISTICAL FEATURES FROM ONHW-CHARS

The OnHW-chars contains variable length time-series data points. On the other hand, ML algorithms
commonly accept fixed length data points for their training. Therefore, for each variable-length data
point in OnHW-chars, we are motivated to extract a fixed number of features that carry as much
information as possible about the data.
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We first pre-process OnHW-chars as mentioned in Section 2.1, which is then provided as input to
the tsfresh software package Christ et al. (2018). Tsfresh is the main component used in our feature
extraction process. Tsfresh applies the feature extraction and scalable hypothesis testing (FRESH)
algorithm Christ et al. (2016) to extract features from variable length time series data, and further
selects (and filters) relevant features based on their significance to the classification task at hand
Christ et al. (2018). It computes a total of 794 time series features, obtained from the combination of
63 different time series characterization methods. The features range from simple statistical features
such as the mean, and standard deviation to more complex ones including Fourier coefficients.

After applying tsfresh’s feature extraction algorithm to OnHW-chars, there were a total of 10231
features extracted for every letter recording. This comes as a result of 787 features extraction per
dimension for the 13-dimensional OnHW-chars dataset. These features are then further filtered using
tsfresh’s feature selection step, which conducts a series of scalable hypothesis tests and significantly
drops the number of features. For example, 1571 features are extracted from the first fold of L-WI
in the OnHW-chars dataset. We should emphasize that, in order to control leakage of information
from the test set, we applied the feature selection step only on the training set. Once we have the
selected features from the training set, those same features are directly extracted from the test set.
The reader can find a flowchart depicting this in the in Figure 5.

In our experiments, we observe that accuracy of ML classifiers is significantly affected by the choice
of the parameter n significant in tsfresh. The parameter n significant represents the number of
classes a feature should be able to predict. In the case of classifying lowercase or uppercase let-
ters, each feature we select should be able to predict any of the 26 classes. This is where the trade
off comes in. When selecting n significant to be high, only a very small set of features will be
selected. This tends to lead to low classification accuracy due to the high amount of information
loss. Counter to that, when selecting n significant to be low, we get many features but they may
not predict the majority of class labels. This trade off is later visualized in Figure 6. Through ex-
perimentation with the k-nearest neighbors (kNN) model, we chose to use n significant = 17 in our
feature extraction step. We note that this choice may not be optimal and a better choice may exist.
Once feature extraction and selection steps are completed, we use the extracted features to train our
ML models. During training, other transformations may be applied to data, which we explain in the
following.

3 DEVELOPING MODELS ON THE ONHW-CHARS DATASET

3.1 MACHINE LEARNING (ML) ALGORITHMS

For developing ML models, we follow two strategies. In both strategies, the OnHW-chars dataset
is preprocessed and filtered as described in Section 2.1. In our first strategy, we extract fixed-length
features from the preprocessed and filtered OnHW-chars dataset, as explained in Section 2.2, and
that these features are provided as input to the training of ML models, where we use Decision
Tree, Random Forest, Extra Trees, Logistic Regression, k-Nearest Neighbours, and Support Vector
Machines. In our second strategy, we investigate elastic similarity measures for classification, by
using the preprocessed and filtered OnHW-chars for training kNN using Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW). In Section C.1, we provide details about our ML models, and we refer the reader to Table 2
for our results and a comparison with the results from Ott et al. (2020). In particular, we obtain
11.3%-23.56% improvements over the ML models in Ott et al. (2020).

3.2 DEEP LEARNING (DL) ALGORITHMS

In order to provide a comparison with the (baseline) results in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a), we first train
DL models considered in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a) using the software package tsai Oguiza (2020) Our
trained models include fully convolutional network (FCN), residual neural network (ResNet), long
short-term memory (LSTM), bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM), inception time (InceptionTime), xcep-
tion time (XceptionTime), and explainable convolutional neural network (CNN) for multivariate
time series (XCM). We explain each DL methodology that we train on OnHW-chars in Section C.2.
We refer the reader to Table 2 for our results and a comparison with the best of the results from Ott
et al. (2020; 2022a). Our baseline models yield 2.17%-3.91% improvements over the DL models
in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a). Our DL models have been developed using the software package tsai
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Table 2: A summary of our results in comparison with Ott et al. (2020; 2022a). Columns labeled
with “OnHW” show the best of best results from Table 4 in Ott et al. (2020) and Table 6 in Ott
et al. (2022a). Values in bold font indicate the best result of their column in their group in the table.
Values in bold font that are also underlined indicate the best result in their groups in the table. There
are 5 groups: ML Baseline, DL Baseline, DL Optimized, Ensemble Learning, and Best Overall.

Lowercase Uppercase Combined
WD WI WD WI WD WI

Proposed OnHW Proposed OnHW Proposed OnHW Proposed OnHW Proposed OnHW Proposed OnHW

ML Baseline 5NN with NCA 77 - 68.35 - 81.51 - 74.72 - 64.96 - 55.73 -
5NN with PCA 57.7 - 44.42 - 59.49 - 48.7 - 36.1 - 23.5 -
DT 49.34 30.49 44.85 22.89 55.91 33.23 51.48 24.32 37.39 20.32 33.06 20.33
ET 70.49 - 61.81 - 73.83 - 66.15 - 56.8 - 48.2 -
KNN-DTW 65.41 - 54.62 - 72.08 - 62.72 - 50.69 - 41.14 -
LogReg 71.98 56.16 66.54 49.6 77.36 62.59 73.55 53.26 60.68 43.95 54.87 41.66
RFC 71.45 58.02 64.97 45.55 75.32 63.19 69.25 45.96 58.33 43.6 51.65 43.62
Linear SVM 75.64 62.09 68.1 51.8 80.75 70.61 74.67 54 66.24 48.77 58.04 46.56
RBF SVM 78.42 - 71.08 - 81.91 - 76.82 - 66.89 - 59.87 -
KNN 67.61 49.17 55.96 34.09 70.29 57.49 61.42 36.68 50.33 38.3 39.57 33.08

ML Improvements 16.33 19.28 11.3 23.56 18.12 13.31

DL Baseline FCN 86.93 81.62 73.67 71.48 88.16 85.37 78.71 77.24 77.39 67.41 62.15 58
InceptionTime 92.74 84.14 83.44 75.28 94.54 87.8 88.43 81.62 83.17 70.43 70.49 61.68
BiLSTM-FCN 86.53 - 73.74 - 88.11 - 79.54 - 77.89 - 63.31 -
LSTM-FCN 86.5 81.43 74.36 71.41 88.28 85.43 79.91 77.07 77.92 67.34 63.26 57.93
LSTM 88.33 79.83 78.33 73.03 90.83 88.68 84.59 81.91 79.15 67.83 67.61 60.29
BiLSTM 88.69 82.43 78.5 75.72 91.3 89.15 84.37 81.09 79.42 69.37 67.5 63.38
(Bi)MLSTM-FCN 86.7 - 74.49 - 89.2 - 80.74 - 79.15 - 65.1 -
MLSTM-FCN 86.63 80.21 74.15 71.9 89.16 85.25 80.89 77.44 79.12 69.33 64.82 60.14
ResCNN 90.23 82.52 78.26 72 91.53 86.91 82.41 78.64 80.22 67.55 65.43 58.67
ResNet 92.48 83.01 81.64 71.93 94.11 86.41 86.28 78.03 82.84 68.56 68.65 58.74
XCM 81.94 74.39 72.36 68.12 84.11 81.67 76.41 74.32 70.99 58.18 61.82 51.99
XceptionTime 91.95 81.41 82.86 70.76 94.02 85.94 87.93 78.23 83.32 66.7 71.8 56.92
CNN-BiLSTM - 89.66 - 80 - 92.58 - 85.64 - 78.98 - 68.44

DL Optimized InceptionTime 92.79 - 83.91 - 94.75 - 88.74 - 82.71 - 71.82 -
LSTM-FCN 85.27 - 75.87 - 89.44 - 81.82 - 77.72 - 65.8 -
LSTM 89.49 - 80.86 - 91.32 - 85.26 - 79.16 - 70.51 -
MLSTM-FCN 87.35 - 76.36 - 87.35 - 80.65 - 79.19 - 67.83 -

DL Improvements 3.13 3.91 2.17 3.1 4.34 3.38

Ensemble Learning Plurality (top 3) 93.47 - 84.95 - 94.98 - 89.27 - 85.08 - 74.13 -
Soft (top 2 + opt.) 93.66 - 85.39 - 95.14 - 89.74 - 85.36 - 74.56 -
Weighted Soft 94.18 - 86.12 - 95.66 - 90.34 - 85.99 - 74.8 -
Soft (all) 93.34 - 84.52 - 94.76 - 89.01 - 85.49 - 73.77 -

Best Overall 94.18 89.66 86.12 80 95.66 92.58 90.34 85.64 85.99 78.98 74.8 68.44
Overall Improvements 4.52 6.12 3.08 4.7 7.01 6.36

Oguiza (2020), where we used the default architectural parameters as in tsai Oguiza (2020) while
setting the epoch number to 50 and the learning rate to 0.001.

4 OPTIMIZATIONS

In the following sections, we discuss architectural parameter and hyperparameter optimization of
some of our DL models and also the use of ensemble learning to further improve the accuracy of our
DL models. Even though we observed similar accuracy after parameter optimizations, the use of
ensemble learning provided up to 2.98% improvements over our DL models, whence 3.08%-7.01%
improvements over the results reported in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a); see Table 2. For DL baseline
methods in Ott et al. (2020; 2022a), as indicated in Table 2, CNN-BiLSTM had the best perfor-
mance among all other DL models. However, we could not implement the same model due to the
lack of detailed information about CNN architecture, such as the total number of layers, the total
number of filters in each layer, and filter sizes. CNN, as a class of artificial neural networks, can take
different structures leading to different performances and dramatically affecting the results for com-
parison purposes. Nevertheless, compared to CNN-BiLSTM, our InceptionTime implementation
had a better performance overall.

4.1 OPTIMIZING ACRHITECTURAL PARAMETERS AND HYPERPARAMETERS

Since the InceptionTime model did better overall among our base DL models, we decided to opti-
mize it. Due to a large choice of architectural parameters in LSTM, we also decided to optimize
LSTM, LSTM-FCN, and MLSTM-FCN. Of course, other models could be optimized but we leave
this for future work. We used the optuna framework Akiba et al. (2019) with 100 number of trials
in our study. Across all of the optimization studies, our search space for the “learning rate” is set
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between 0.00001 and 0.01 with logarithmic increments and the “epoch number” is exhausted from
25 to 100 with increments of 25. In our study, search space for InceptionTime parameters are as fol-
lows: “nf” takes 4, 8, 16, 32, 40, 48, 56, 64, 128; “depth” takes values from 1 to 15 with increments
of 1 and “fc dropout” takes values from 0 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1 The search space for LSTM
parameters are as follows: “n layers” takes values from 1 to 5 with increments of 1; “rnn dropout”
and “fc dropout” take values from 0 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1; “bidirectional” takes True or
False. The search space for LSTM-FCN and MLSTM-FCN parameters are as follows: “rnn layers”
takes values from 1 to 5 with increments of 1; “rnn dropout” and “fc dropout” takes values from
0 to 0.9 with increments of 0.1; “bidirectional” takes True or False. We first optimized the model
parameters independently on the L-WI, U-WI, and C-WI datasets. We used the same parameter
sets when training our models on the respective WD datasets. Therefore, for a small number of
cases, our models trained on WD underperform in comparison with the base DL models, where the
most significant drop is observed for MLSTM-FCN trained on the U-WD dataset. One could ideally
optimize the parameters independently on WD as well, but we do not pursue this path mainly be-
cause of the high cost of optimizing parameters and the minor performance gains due to parameter
optimization over our base models (e.g. compare the accuracy of InceptionTime in Table 2 for DL
Baseline vs. DL Optimized). More details, including the optimized models and their parameters
will be publically available and the accuracy of the optimized results are presented in Table 2. Our
optimization efforts resulted in similar accuracy in comparison with our base DL models.

4.2 OPTIMIZING VIA THE USE OF ENSEMBLE LEARNING

While the models above outperform the previously best published results and the optimizations of
these models yield even more accurate results, we wanted to find a way to increase the accuracy even
more. We begin by analyzing how the models make predictions and specifically, how each model
differs from each other when making predictions. We look at the data where (the best) models make
incorrect predictions and see how other models perform in these points. This analysis leads us to
believe that combining the predictions of these models, in an ensemble method, may be able to help
lead us to increased accuracy Dietterich (2000). We present the findings of our analysis, as well as
results below.

4.2.1 FAILURE SPACE

We will define the failure space of a classification model as the space of input data where the model
makes an incorrect predictive classification. We examined how the failure spaces of each of the
16 models trained above (12 base models and the 4 optimized models), compared to one another. It
was hypothesized that given the different architectures and even parameters (on a small scale) would
cause different models to fail in different places. In other words, the intersection of the failure spaces
of these models does not fully overlap. If this were to be the case, then there would be reason to
believe that the models may be focusing on different aspects of the MTS and that there is potential
for a combination of models to be used to collectively produce an output. Below, are two seperate
analyses, exploring the failure spaces of the 16 models.

First, we explore how each of the models perform in comparison to one another. The dataset is fixed
to the C-WI, fold 0 dataset. We then fix a letter, say “Z” and examine all test data points that are
actually “Z”s. For each piece of test data, we determine whether each model predicted it correctly
or incorrectly. The results are displayed in a heatmap in Figure 1. Each row corresponds to the
prediction of a different model, and each column corresponds to a unique test data. The colour
represents a correct or incorrect prediction, with a correct prediction being white and an incorrect
prediction being black. We call this type of an analysis the prediction space analysis. We notice
that the map looks very spotted. There are a few columns that are all black, but there are also many
columns that are split between correct and incorrect predictions. This tells us that there may be a
use to combining these models in such a way to diminish the incorrect predictions. The prediction
space analysis shows us that oftentimes, when even the best performing models are incorrect, other
models may predict the data point correctly.

After examining the failure spaces of each of the models, it was found that the models were failing in
different places. What this means is that for a given test case, a portion of the 16 models can fail, but
oftentimes others will succeed. From here we hypothesized that there may exist some combination
of models, which can work together to make predictions more accurately than individual models.
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Figure 1: The prediction space analysis in the both independent fold 0 dataset. The models are
numbered as follows: 0:XceptionTime,1:InceptionTime, 2: ResNet, 3: LSTM FCN, 4: BiLSTM
FCN, 5:LSTM, 6:BiLSTM, 7:MLSTM FCN, 8:BiMLSTM FCN, 9:FCN, 10:ResCNN, 11:XCM,
12: Optimized InceptionTime, 13: Optimized LSTM, 14: Optimized LSTM FCN, 15:Optimized
MLSTM FCN.

4.2.2 PLURALITY VOTING

Through our failure space analysis, we wanted to try to find a way to combine multiple models
to make one single prediction. The first attempt at this is plurality voting, where each model will
make a prediction on a piece of data and vote on the predicted class. The final output class is the
class which receives the most votes Zhou (2012). A tie in plurality voting is broken arbitrarily.
This method produced results slightly worse than our best performing models. This however is not
unexpected since the best models and worst models all have an equal say in the output. One way to
resolve this will be weighted voting and will be explored in the section below. Another resolution is
to drop the poorly performing models and only consider the top tier (best 3 models) for the plurality
voting. This resulted in an increase of up to 1% on the best performing algorithm for each dataset.

4.2.3 WEIGHTED VOTING

In cases where the individual classifiers are of unequal performance, it can be valuable to give more
voting power to the stronger performing models and less voting power to the weaker models Zhou
(2012). As can be seen in Table 2, we trained 16 models with varying levels of performance and
accuracy. In the Plurality voting method, the top 4 best models were considered in the voting pro-
cess for the best results. For better accuracy, we tried to include more models in a weighted voting
method, with lower weights. The models were divided into 3 categories: top, middle, and bot-
tom tier. Out of the 16 models considered, 4 belonged in the top tier (InceptionTime, Optimized
InceptionTime, XceptionTime and ResNet), 4 in the middle tier (ResCNN, Optimized LSTM, Op-
timized MLSTM FCN and Optimized LSTM FCN) and 8 in the bottom tier (LSTM, BILSTM,
MLSTM FCN, BIMLSTM FCN, FCN, BILSTM FCN, LSTM FCN,XCM). The weights were es-
tablished so that the top tier models are considered first and lower tier models are considered only
in the events of a tie. The bottom tier of models get a weight of 1 applied to their vote, the middle
tier gets a weight of 9 applied to their vote and the top tier gets a weight of 45 applied to their vote.
If all 4 bottom tier models agree on a class, their vote is still outweighed by a single middle tier
model. Similarly, if all middle tier models agree on a class, their vote is outweighed by a single top
tier model.

4.2.4 SOFT VOTING

The models trained above provide a probability that a given input belongs to each of the letter classes.
The class with the highest probability becomes the predicted class from the model and up until now
is all that has been considered. In soft voting, for each class, the probabilities of each prediction
class are averaged. The class with the highest average is outputted. Soft voting was implemented,
with an improvement on both plurality voting and weighted voting.

4.2.5 WEIGHTED SOFT VOTING

The strongest approach we have found is the weighted soft voting model. This combines the benefits
of soft voting, with those of weighted voting. Provided here is a soft model, that gives weights to the
probabilities depending on the quality of model. This model, using the same weights asabove was
the best performing of the ensemble methods tried and yielded between a 0.91% and 2.98% increase
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Figure 2: Explanation of LSTM Optimized on the both independent fold 0 dataset, for a test letter
“B”. Blue lines represent 13-dimensional data with respect to time.

4.2.6 ENSEMBLE LEARNING IN PRACTICE

As seen above in Table 2, the accuracy of the ensemble learning techniques are competitive with or
improved upon existing methods. An increase in accuracy when using ensemble methods is consis-
tent with the literature Yang (2011); Yerima et al. (2015); Raza (2019); Li et al. (2017). However,
we should explore the impact of implementing a protocol like this in a practical application.

It is important to examine the accuracy vs. training-time trade-off Wasay et al. (2020); Yang (2011)
of using ensemble learning models. Not only do ensemble learning models take longer to train, but
they are also larger in size and require more time to infer predictions. The size of the ensemble
learning model and time it takes to run are both combinations of the models used to build them,
plus some small overhead. The time required to make an inference and the size of the models
must both be considered when using ensemble models in practice. We hypothesize that user-device
based prediction may not be practical with ensemble methods. To use ensemble methods, it may be
useful or even required to use server-based predictions as the models can be housed on a server with
sufficient storage and computing power.

5 FURTHER EXPLAINING DL MODELS

It is important to not treat these DL models as black box, but to gain some intuition as to why
predictions are being made in these ways. We already provided some explanations regarding failure
spaces of the models, which motivated the use of ensemble learning. In this section, we use an
interpretation of LIME Ribeiro et al. (2016) for time series data, lime-for-timeMetzenthin (2020).
In this interpretation, the time series is divided into 20 “slices” and the importance of each slice is
determined by the LIME algorithm. Additionally, since we are working with MTS data, each of
the 13 signals (channels) will be analyzed separately. The top 30 signals and slices, in terms of
importance, will be examined. A green bar, indicating a score greater than 0, represents that this
section of the data has a positive impact on the model output and a red bar, indicating a score less
than 0, represents that this section of the data has a negative impact on the model output. The graphs
below show all 13 channels of the raw data with an importance bar overlayed on top of it. The
darkness of colour indicates how much influence that slice of the data has on the classification.

We show two examples of this explanation analysis, to give some backing and explanation as to the
predictions being made. The first is an example of where a model predicts correctly and is fairly
certain about its prediction. This is shown in Figure 2 regarding the explanation of the Optimized
LSTM model correctly predicting a letter “B” in the C-WI fold 0 dataset. As we can see, the green
and red bars are primarily on the 6th, 8th and 12th channel. This means that these channels have
more influence (or importance) on the overall prediction. Each channel corresponds to a signal from
a sensor and thus different dimension of the MTS.
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Figure 3: The first image on the left is the explanation of a correct InceptionTime prediction of
the letter “M”. The second image on the right is the explanation of an incorrect XceptionTime
prediction of the same letter. XceptionTime predicts “A”. Blue lines represent 13-dimensional data
with respect to time.

The second example we show the explanation of two different (yet both strong) models, which
disagree about the output class. This is shown in Figure 3. As we can see both of these models
inherit influence from different places. One example of this is that XceptionTime puts influence
into the first channel for this prediction whereas InceptionTime does not, while InceptionTime puts
influence into the 4th channel and XceptionTime does not. Additionally, we see different sections
of the 6th, 8th and 12th channels being highlighted. What this tells us is that not only are different
models making different predictions from each other, but they are deriving importance from different
parts of the MTS. This leads us to believe that by combining these models, we may be able to take
advantage of different models inheriting importance from different areas, thus improving the overall
“catchment” of the models chosen. Along with the failure space analysis, showing that the 16
models fail in different places, these explanations show that the models also value different parts of
the signal to have different levels of importance. These two pieces of analysis provide even more
motivation on the previous section on ensemble learning, as this provides reason to believe that there
may be potential in combining these models to produce a signal output, with better success than any
individual model.

6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We developed various handwriting recognition models on the OnHW-chars dataset Ott et al. (2020).
Our ML models improved the accuracy of the previously known ML models Ott et al. (2020) up
to 23.56% and our DL models (coupled with ensemble methods) improved the accuracy of the
previously known DL models Ott et al. (2022a) up to 7.01%. We also provided some level of
explainability for our models. Our explanations motivated the use of ensemble learning to boost
the accuracy of our models and justified its success. Our results can be reproduced and verified via
our source code which will be made public. Being the most recent and publicly available online
handwriting dataset with some state-of-the-art classifiers trained on it, we have chosen to develop
our models on the OnHW-chars dataset. We expect that our techniques would be applicable to other
datasets in a more general context.

An interesting future work would be to develop better ensemble methods. For example, one could
try to optimize the weights in the voting stage using meta learners or combinatorial approaches Cruz
et al. (2014). Another approach would be to consider Bayesian model averaging Monteith et al.
(2011). Finally, it would be interesting to run a deeper analysis on the explainability of models,
and to understand the importance of features as this would provide some insight to improve the
performance and efficiency of the models.
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A APPENDIX - WORK FLOWCHART

Included in Figure 4, is a chart describing the workflow of how our framework.
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B APPENNDIX - TSFRESH FLOWCHART

Included in Figure 5 is a flowchart describing the feature extraction process through tsfresh.

Figure 5: Feature extraction flowchart.
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C APPENDIX - MODELS TRAINED

C.1 MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

C.1.1 STRATEGY 1: ML MODELS TRAINED ON FIXED-LENGTH FEATURE VECTORS

As explained in Section 2.2, we utilize tsfresh Christ et al. (2018) to extract fixed-length feature
vectors, which are then used as input in training some ML models. To our knowledge this is the
first instance in which tsfresh has been applied to the OnHW-chars dataset. In order to provide a
fair comparison with the accuracy results as reported in Table 4 in Ott et al. (2020), we train Ran-
dom Forest, Decision Tree, Logistic Regression, Linear Support Vector Machines, and k-Nearest
Neighbor algorithms. To further improve accuracy, we implement metric learning as described in
Weinberger & Saul (2009) for kNN. Additionally, we train the Extra-Trees classifier implemented
using scikit-learn Pedregosa et al. (2011), based off of Geurts et al. (2006), and SVM with non-
linear kernels. Our implementation mainly uses the software package scikit-learn Pedregosa et al.
(2011). In the following, we provide an overview and explanation for each algorithm we implement
following Strategy 1.

Decision tree: Decision Trees are tree-like structures where each branch represents a test on a
feature, and the leaf nodes represent classes. Starting at the root node, we perform a sequence of tests
to move along the tree. The prediction is based on the leaf node we end up on. To establish a baseline
comparison with the results in Ott et al. (2020), we use decision trees with default parameters as in
scikit-learn Pedregosa et al. (2011), and no additional preproccessing is applied on the extracted
feature set.

Random forest: Random Forests are a collection of individual decision trees. This collection
operates together as an ensemble where each tree gets a vote for the end label/class. The class with
the most votes is the one that is chosen in the end. As before, we would like a baseline comparison
with Ott et al. (2020) to outline the effects tsfresh had on the end classification accuracy. We choose
scikit-learn’s default parameters: 100 trees, no defined max depth, minimal sample split of 2, and
minimal samples leaf of 1.

Extra trees: Extra Trees outlined in Geurts et al. (2006) is implemented in scikit-learn Pedregosa
et al. (2011), and they are similar to a Random Forests with a few key differences. These are not
implemented in Ott et al. (2020). We implement them with the default parameters of scikit-learn,
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similiar to the above mentioned models. This gives us 100 trees, no defined maximum depth, a
minimum sample split of 2 and no specified max leaf nodes.

Logistic regression: Logistic Regression is also a baseline we would like to establish to further
outline the effects tsfresh has on the end classification accuracy. First the QuantileTransformer
Pedregosa et al. (2011) is fitted to the selected feature set with 1000 quantiles and a uniform output
distribution. After fitting the transformer it is applied to both the test and train sets to scale each
of the features. When running logistic regression we choose default parameters as in scikit-learn
Pedregosa et al. (2011), except that we changed the default maximum iterations parameter from 100
to 1000.

kNN: kNN is a simple non-parametric algorithm which classifies new observations based on the
distance from known observations. We use scikit-learn’s default parameter k = 5 to show the impact
of our feature extraction method in comparison with the one in Ott et al. (2020). Using the selected
features from Section 2.2, we scale the feature set using QuantileTransformer Pedregosa et al. (2011)
in the same way we did previously for logistic regression. No dimensionality reduction is performed.
To find an appropriate level of n significant, we construct a series of models with varying levels of
n significant, as seen in Figure 6. Here we take n significant = 17 for the feature selection step of
all our models. We note that this choice may not be optimal and a better choice may exist.

Supervised metric learning with kNN: As an extension to the previously mentioned kNN algo-
rithm, we apply metric learning in a supervised fashion to improve accuracy scores. The pipeline re-
mains identical, but instead of using QuantileTransformer, neighborhood component analysis (NCA)
from scikit-learn Pedregosa et al. (2011) is implemented to learn a distance metric and reduce the
dimensionality of the test and train sets. NCA improves kNN accuracy by directly maximizing the
stochastic variant of the leave-one-out kNN score on the training set. When in use, NCA requires
standardized data, so StandardScalar Pedregosa et al. (2011) was first applied to the selected fea-
tures. For NCA, we specify the parameters “init = LDA”, so that LDA (i.e., linear discriminant
analysis) is used to initialize the linear transformation, and “n components = 20”, reducing the in-
putted feature space down to 20 features. This choice of n components is obtained from the accuracy
of kNN models over different levels of n components, as seen in Figure 7.

SVM: Similiar to kNN, SVM aims to group observations based on their distance from known
groups. QuantileTransformer is applied to the feature set in the same fashion as we used it be-
fore. When running SVM, we used the same parameters as in Ott et al. (2020). Furthermore, we
implement SVM with both a linear and Gaussian kernel.

C.1.2 STRATEGY 2: ML MODELS TRAINED ON VARIABLE-LENGTH TIME SERIES DATA

As opposed to some ML models that receive fixed-length feature vectors as input, some ML models
can directly work with variable length time-series data. In our second strategy, we train dynamic time
warping (DTW) models based on the preprocessed and filtered OnHW-chars dataset as explained in
Section 2.1.

DTW: DTW is a technique to measure the optimal alignment between 2 time series. Keogh &
Ratanamahatana (2005). One main advantage to using DTW as a similarity measure, as opposed
to Euclidean distance, is that DTW supports vectors of differing lengths. One downside to DTW,
however, is that it is not a distance metric as it does not satisfy the triangle inequality and it is not
positive definite Keogh & Ratanamahatana (2005). Despite this, it is still often used to measure
(or approximate) the distance between two time series. DTW has grown in use for time series data
clustering Seto et al. (2015).

Having support for differing length vectors is important for time series data and particularly crucial
for sensor data such as the OnHW-chars dataset Ott et al. (2020), since these vectors will often
have different lengths. One approach is to zero-pad the time series and determine the distance
between these zero-padded vectors using Euclidean distance, however Euclidean distance compares
the points in each vector in sequence Caiado et al. (2009). This is problematic for the OnHW-chars
dataset because the actual length it takes to write each letter is inconsistent and slight inconsistencies
in the timing will massively affect the similarity and particularly problematic when there are large
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Figure 6: kNN accuracy with various levels of n significant, using lowercase writer-independent
(L-WI) data.
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Figure 7: kNN accuracy over various levels of n components, using lowercase writer-independent
(L-WI) data.
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differences in lengths. Variable length can also be attributed to issues with the sensor. Similarity
measures which are flexible to variable length vectors, such as DTW, are preferred in this case. For
our purposes, these similarity measures will be used in a kNN algorithm to classify the vectors.

C.2 DEEP LEARNING ALGORITHMS

FCN: FCN has been shown to achieve state-of-the-art performance on the task of classifying time
series sequences Wang et al. (2016). The basic block of FCN is a convolutional layer followed by
a batch normalization layer and a ReLU activation layer. The final network is built by stacking
three convolution blocks. Like ResNet, the FCN architecture excludes pooling operations to prevent
overfitting Wang et al. (2016). In order to improve generalization, batch normalization is applied to
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speed up convergence speed. After the convolution blocks, the features are fed into a global average
pooling layer instead of a fully connected layer, reducing the number of weights. The final label is
produced by a softmax layer Wang et al. (2016).

LSTM: An LSTM is a type of RNN that can learn long-term dependencies between time steps
of sequential data. Contrary to CNN, an LSTM can remember the state of the network between
predictions. The essential components of an LSTM network are a sequence input layer to incorporate
time-series data into the network and an LSTM layer to learn long-term dependencies between time
steps of sequence data. The LSTM layer contains hidden units providing inputs to memory cells and
their corresponding gate units. All units (except for gate units) have connections to all units in the
next layer Hochreiter & Schmidhuber (1997). In our implementation, we set the LSTM parameter
n layers in tsai Oguiza (2020) to 2.

BiLSTM: The BiLSTM network extends the traditional LSTM networks. While the LSTM layer
considers the time sequence in a forward direction, the BiLSTM layer considers it both backward
and forwards Graves & Schmidhuber (2005). Indeed, the BiLSTM network trains two LSTM net-
works on the input sequence. During this process, the first recurrent layer is replicated in the net-
work, and therefore two layers are created side-by-side. The input sequence will be an input to the
first layer; meanwhile, its reversed replica will be an input to the second layer. This approach adds
additional context to the network, resulting in faster and better model learning.

LSTM-FCN & BiLSTM-FCN: It has been shown that the performance of FCN for time series
classification can enhance by adding LSTM sub-modules Karim et al. (2018). The fully convolu-
tional part of this architecture consists of three temporal convolutional blocks. Each block contains
a temporal convolutional layer, accompanied by batch normalization followed by a ReLU activation
function. Following the final convolution block, global average pooling is applied. In parallel, the
time-series input is fed into a dimension shuffle layer. Next, the transformed time series as the out-
put of the shuffle layer is passed into the LSTM block containing the LSTM layer, followed by a
dropout. Finally, the output of the global pooling layer (from the fully convolutional part) and the
LSTM block are concatenated and passed onto a softmax classification layer Karim et al. (2018).

MLSTM-FCN & MBiLSTM-FCN: MLSTM-FCN and MBiLSTM-FCN are multivariate time
series classification models whose architecture is based on the univariate time series classification
models, including LSTM-FCN and Attention LSTM-FCN. The fully convolutional part in both
groups (i.e., univariate and multivariate time series classification models) consists of three tem-
poral convolutional blocks. However, compared to LSTM-FCN, the first two convolutional blocks
conclude with a squeeze-and-excite block that adaptively recalibrates the input feature maps. This
process can be considered as a form of learned self-attention on the output feature maps of prior
layers Karim et al. (2019).

ResNet: Similar to FCN, the architecture of ResNet consists of three residual blocks, followed by
a global average pooling layer and a softmax layer. The presence of a shortcut connection in each
residual block makes the structure of Resnet very deep and enables the gradient to flow directly
through the bottom layers. The filters in both architectures of FCN and ResNet are very similar.
While the convolution extracts the local features in the temporal axis, the sliding filters take into ac-
count the dependencies among different time intervals and frequencies. Compared to FCN, ResNet
is claimed to be a better candidate to be applied to larger and more complex data because it is more
likely to strike a good trade-off between generalization and interpretability Wang et al. (2016).

ResCNN: ResCNN is a hybrid scheme for time series classification that integrates a residual net-
work with a CNN. In ResCNN, the strength of ResNet and CNN are combined. ResNet can learn
highly complex patterns in the data due to the presence of a shortcut connection technique. However,
this technique is computationally expensive and can easily cause overfitting. On the other hand, al-
though CNN is capable of learning the temporal and spatial patterns from raw data, it cannot recover
the complex patterns in the data because of few levels of the network. The architecture of ResCNN
is constructed by facilitating a residual learning block at the first three convolutional layers to in-
corporate the strength of both networks. Additionally, batch normalization and diverse activation
functions are adopted in different layers of ResCNN to enhance the nonlinear abstraction capacity.
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Moreover, in order to avoid overfitting, the pooling operation is removed, and the features are fed
into a global average pooling instead of a fully connected layer Zou et al. (2019).

InceptionTime: Inspired by the Inception-v4 architecture, the InceptionTime is an ensemble of 5
Inception networks, with each prediction given an even weight. Each Inception network contains
only two residual blocks compare to ResNet, with three residual blocks. Each block in the inception
network comprises three Inception modules rather than traditional fully convolutional layers. The
first principal component of the Inception module is the “bottleneck” layer which allows the In-
ception network to have much longer filters than ResNet (almost ten times), with roughly the same
number of parameters to be learned. The second major component of the Inception module is sliding
multiple filters of different lengths simultaneously on the same input time series Fawaz et al. (2020).

XceptionTime: Inspired by InceptionTime, XceptionTime is designed to be independent of the
time window. The use of adaptive average pooling in this architecture makes XceptionTime more
robust to the temporal translation of the inputs as the temporal information will sum out. One key
difference between the XceptionTime module and InceptionTime module previously proposed in
Fawaz et al. (2020), is adopting depthwise separable convolutions, which significantly mitigates the
required number of parameters in the network and also can lead to higher accuracy Rahimian et al.
(2019).

XCM: Compared to typical CNN architectures, XCM extracts observed variables features (2D
convolution filters) and time features (1D convolution filters) directly from the input data. Features
related to time fully incorporate the timing information from the input data, not from the processed
features related to observed variables (features maps from 2D convolution filters). Therefore, on
average, this process can lead to a better classification performance than the 2D/1D sequential ap-
proach. XCM uses 1D global average pooling followed by a softmax layer for classification, which
reduces the number of trainable parameters and improves the network’s generalization ability Fauvel
et al. (2020).
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